EASE Reforms Index for the second quarter of FY21
INTRODUCTION
EASE Reforms is a common agenda for participating banks aimed at institutionalising CLEAN and SMART
banking. EASE 3.0 aimed at institutionalising Smart, Tech-enabled Banking for Aspiring India, builds on
the foundation of EASE 1.0 and EASE 2.0. EASE 3.0 introduces new reform Action Points across themes to
make the reforms journey irreversible, strengthen processes and systems, and drive outcomes.
In line with the established cadence of quarterly Index updates, the Index reflecting the progress made in
Q2FY21 has now been developed.

EASE REFORMS INDEX – OVERALL PROGRESS
Participating banks continued their upward trajectory as they adapted to the new normal. Banks achieved
a 6% gain from the last quarter and an overall improvement of 13% in the year’s Index till date.

Participating banks witnessed progress in all five themes of EASE Reforms Agenda, most notably in Smart
Lending for Aspiring India, Institutionalizing Prudent Banking and Governance and outcome-centric HR.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF PROGRESS
Participating banks are advancing on the reform journey and have shown improvement across many reform
areas.
Banks have continued investing in their digital channels, which has manifested in a 25% increase in digital
transactions since March’20. In the smart lending theme, participating banks continue to exhibit
substantial progress across the themes of digital loan initiation, analytics-based credit offers, and techenabled Agri-lending.

Additionally, 5 out of 7 large PSBs are offering analytics-based credit offers to existing customers.
Participating banks are strengthening their system-based approach for credit underwriting, monitoring,
collections and NPA recovery. EWS coverage has augmented significantly, both in terms of signals
tracked and loan-books.
On the investor engagement front, the average number of features provided on the investor disclosures
has increased from 32 in December’19 to 37 in Sep ’20.
Cyber maturity remains a critical priority for the banks against the backdrop of a robust digital shift.
Systemic inter-bank knowledge sharing has been initiated through sessions on key topics such as cyber
insurance, vendor engagement, and end-to-end protection. As of Q2FY21, the median cybersecurity
maturity score of participating banks is 75/100.
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In the theme of Deepening Financial Inclusion in Q2FY21, the banks have maintained their strong position
with respect to providing vital services, transaction adoption by Bank Mitras and BSBD enrolments under
Government FY schemes.
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In the theme of Governance and HR in Q2FY21, the focus has been on ensuring high levels of measurability
across key roles, identification and development of successors, and IT-based transfers process. Many banks
saw larger transfer numbers in Q2 FY21 to account for low transfers in the preceding quarter.
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EASE Reforms Index and ranking of participating banks in September
2020
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